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C H A P T E R. - II 

THE . SCOPE OF RELIGIOUS KNOWLEDGE 

In the previous chapter we have dealt with the nature Of 

religious belief and its classifications• In this chapter our 

attention will be on religious knowledge• Before explaini..."lg 

about religious knowledge~ first attempt would be on the question 

fl what is epistemology are limits of human knot.zledge • 

People believe there is religious knowledge. They believe 

that the sacred books of their religion contain knoi.•!ledge or 

the beliefs of their religion gives the knowledge about men and 

the universe. They believe that these bool~s contain tvisdoa to 

enlighten their action and to illuminade a way of life. They 

believe that religion can teach them things o£ great importance. 

Here one question may·arisQ that is_religion true? ·., 

There can be· no doubt religion means to be true •. The religious tt\C.f\ 

takes his religion seriously, as involving a true revelation of 

the character of the reality t.Ihich is behind l?henomenzt. He, can 

not rest content vJith benevolent and pic~l1Q lies or t'lith 

a merely sub'ective feeling. He takes his religion not as a 

narcotic, but as a revelation of the real nature of things, so 



far , a.t any rate# as the nature of things stands related 

to personal and social values._ 
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I 
Religion ~egards J.tsel£ as a normal and healthy appre-

ceat1on of the inner mean!ng of things in ao far as they bear ~ 

on human life • 

.If this is so, then is the mind of man capable of 

knowing ·ultimate reality ? Has .it resources .for ~rasping the 

nature of the supra.sensible ? . 'J!e answer this question is the 

task of_ that branch of metaph>.Jsics known as Epistemology • or 

the problem of the nature, origin,. possibility and limits ·of 

h"UrnSrl knott; ledge. It is ,impossible whOlly to ,isolate the problem 

of knowledge from the problem of the nature of re.ality. 'l'bey 

een not but ove~lap each other, for the views of the possi• 

bility and nature of knov1ledge ~till largely depend on the 

Vie~fs of the nature .of reality • and vice verse •. 

From the very early periods 'b.'le thinkers have confi

denee ip the competition of human reason as an in~trument -

in the aiscove:r:".l of truth.. The philosopher like Plato. 

Aristotle among the ancients, Descarte:r. Spinoza, and Hegei 

among the moderns do not recognize any . gull\: between thought 

and truth. For them in spin~ a • s tvords -

nit is prrtmafacie, o£ the nature of a thinking being to 



frame true or adequate 
. l 

'thoughts •• • 
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And the greatest trumpths Of the human mind in science 

and philosophy has been inspired by this healthy truthfull-. 

ness of thought in its mm capacity for knowing the truth. 

~be faith in the eo:mpetenoe of the mind to grasp the 

truth of things has not been allo'li:ed to pass unchanllenged. In 

ancient Greece it \1as challenged by the sophists and the 

sce,PtieS· 

:rn modern · times while· knot-Jledge of the P.,b~al 

world has ~e unparalled progress. doubt or denial of the 

mind's eapac:l.ty to 'knm-1 the }:'eality behind phenomena has 

amcbunted to be a di.sease11 ~odem philosophy has bee..11 obsessed 

by the epistemological question. How can ·man get to know the 

worl.d 1 crhe·problem owes its or~g:in in its accute form to the . ' . 

sharp distinction created by Descartes be~.r:een the mind and 

.. body being conceived as tl·ro distinct substances. By his dualism 

o£ ·substances Descartes created a chasm between the kno'tiing 

mind and the know:n world \>ihich philosophy has even since been 

. trying to bridge. 

It was English empiricism; b.eqining 't'7ith locka, t...l-lat set 

thought on the path which led to scepticism as to the 

1. Citted b:-{ B. Bosona:q;pet- nthe meeting of extremes 
in contemporary philosophy (1921) p. 82 



.possibility valid lmO\>Jledge of· reality.. To empiricism o:f 

locld.~: type sense perception is the ultimate source ·of 
• \•J·, 

J~i 

knowledge, and since sense perception can_ never lea~ us 
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beyond pi:).rticular facts to universal and necessary truths • 

For Hume universally valid kncn . ..;ledge is impossible what we · 

know is not objective 'Vrolt.ld but simply ~own ideas. 

For Locke the primary qualities ( ex~ension, motion·,. 

£est figure etc. ) as inherent in the objects where as the 

secondc;lry qualities (colour sounds, heat and cold etc) are 

not copies ·Of things,. bu·;;:. merely subjective sensations in us 

which erroneousJ.y ascribe to object$. ..~£ter that Eerl<:elay 

reduced the J?r~mary quali·ties int.o inner states C)f the mind, 

until thel:!'e was nothing in the universe but mi11d and their 

ideas~ 'lhis is 1Qlcwn a~ subjective ideali~m or ·mentalism in 
' ' 

its extreme form.-. Hume developed empiricism still further 

into r~dical sceptici$1tl; ar~d resolued both the knowing mind 

and the knot-m \r;o.:s;id into a succession o:f isolated impressions 

and ideas linked together by the mere habit o£ association. 

It is not depend en any universal and necessary truth •. 

Ir:Jpressions arise ·out of the unYJ1mm and give no ground fQr 

asserting anything of the real nature either o£ :the self or 

of the world. Thus knot.Jledge is completely dissociated from 

reality. 
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Kant finds in concrete experience, a synthesis of rational 

(transcendental ) and e~pirical factors, yielding a knowledge, 

that is valid, .indeed, 'tvithin the phenomenas on scientific 

sphette, but which is still incupable of penetrating beyond 

the veil to the suprasensible or "n.trumenal" world. Thus the 

subjectivity of lmO\vledge remains, in as much as knowledge 

is conditioned by certain ua priori n. forms and categories 

(space, time, ca.usali ty ) t•!hich have their origin. in the mind 

itself, and can not be predicated of reality. as such. Ultimate 

reality is forever concealed behind e~erience and is in

accessible to kno'\'Tledge in the strict sense. We do not knO'tf 

the, thing in itself t·1e only kncr.:1 things as they appear to us. 

In this process the kno\·lledge develop from early period 

to modern times. But on the other hand, i~ t-'Ve have look 

t.ot1ards religiou$ philosophers, the vital interest is the 

nature of l~owledge and the validity which attaches to the 

knowing process.- For there is a cognitive element in faith 

and it involves a claim to know. 

~1e distinction-between the facts of sense perception and 

the dream or memo.ry im_age, and hard experi.ence forced hira to 

Separate betl'Jeen v1hat seemed to be and vlhat truly 'tiaS • 

It is true that in experience t1e have a subject which 

knows and an object t-Jhich is knotm~ Both t.hese two are 
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intimately related me:\Pthe other. The object involves data 

which are. given to the mind and determine the content Of 

knot·Jledge in the mind. Data are only data because they are 

experienced facts~ But the content of knowledge is a mental 

content entirely, it is the embodiment of mental activity. 
There is no way outside the circle of experience and from 

reality supposed to transcend experience there is no v1ay to 

pass within it. 

"Knowledge is determinea from the side of the subject. 

and is made possible by the nrlnd'$ activity.u2 

For Descates. Spinoza and Leibniz, lm.owledge is not 

impressed on the mind by real objects which act upon it from 

outside. The mind 1s a close sphene to eJtteroal impressions 

and thoughts moves within its .own order. 

From the rationalistic theory of knOl'1ledge certain 

theological inferences have been drawn. 

The ideas of plato were found to lead up to and receive 

t:heir place and value through a SupreiOO ideas, the Idea of the 

God : and this he cert~inly seems .at times to identify t-..rith 

God. ~~e forms of Aristotle culminated in a perfect form. 

2. The Philosophy of religion - by G. Alloway, p. 277 
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free of material taint , and pure spirit or God, who transcends 

the wo~ld but moves it as object ·of desire. Descartes againp 

found that - God was necessary to guarantee the' truth of our 

ideas of external nature.. and ,Spinoza postUla·ted ·substance or 

God to embrace in one t·lhole the double orders of thought and 

extension. 

ReligJ.ous knowledge .in -the prcper sense of the wor){-.d, 

neither is nor claims to be th~ l"..nowl~dge of scientific under

standing men believes in their gods because they need them, not 
·~--~-------------~---~ 

because they can understand or explain things ~hrough them. if 

scientific knowing is the only form of knowing, then of course 

.religious knowledge is an illusion.. 

~nvt~e insi:;;;ting on the _unitart.l character of Jmowledge., we 

must no~ ignorE? the fact that the un:l ty of l:nQ?Y'Tledge is a unity 

in difference. ~1e case is not so simple as Hen~ ~~nes 

says -

"There is only Qne '\..Jay of knO\dng" .. 3 ·. 

It we have see the sceintific 'Qxplanat.ion is in fact, 

inapplicable in the case of a Being who transcends the external 

order of reality , and is not to he understood thrtJUgh it. 

3~ »enry Jones - A faith that enquires - (1922) ~P· 63,19 
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The atmosphere in which the religious spirit moves is 

one of reverence, and mystery, and i..11 the clear and cold air · 

of scientific explanation it can not breathe freely. 

Theoretical explanation has grown out of the needs of life 1 

religion, too" is an out come of the needs of life, but the 

knowledge it aspires after is k.nov-Iledge of a direct and 

personal kind. 

Viscount Haldane recognize the .truth that, 

":Knov-.rledge is not alw;ays of the Ddme l~ind" that thGre 

are levels or degrees in knO't'1ledge \'J'hich have relations to 

each other, but are not reducible to.each other."5 

Reality !~.self has many strata· ; hence ow: k .. l"lO"t·:·1edge of 

reality, if it is to be at all adequate must have its corres-

pending gradation.. Each net-1 level demands a ne~1 catagory which 
I 

is not relevent to u1e lo~er levels. 1~d so the categories 

must be capable of bein~ arranged in a ascending or hierarchical 

4~ Philosophy of religion - U.l George Galloway, pp~ 310-ll 

s. v. Haldance - The reign of ~lativity - 19211 pp. 130 
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~rder according to degree o£ compleY..ity and approximation 

to the concrete universal. In this way t....re ascend from the 

plaTle of pure mathematics to th'ose respectively of physics, 

ch~mistry, biology, psychology, sociology,· ethics, aesthetics 

religion and each new step in the ascend reveals a new phase 

of reality which demands new and riehen categories fQr the 

understanding of it .• - n:aoh category bas. a claim to be .regar• 

de..-'d ao valj,<;l and ad~~ua.te. t11ithil'l its ot..rn frame of reference• 

In ;eligion the value judgements have always been 
0..'1'\'Z> 

F
i."i"!arY cen1=:ral,. In relation to himself, the religious rean " . 

~1s the object of his reverence first and foremost as 

a value. He seeks to kno't-7 God as the supreme c-ood. - who 

satisfy the soul., rather than as the Being who explains the 

'Universe. This lmo'i"lledga i.s practical ; it has its motive 

and is concerned '\·lith the 1.-1orking r~lations of the· human 

spirit to the Divine. The judgem~nts of faith express t-Ihat -
God is for us. not ~~hat he is in himself so .:L t is i..rnplies 

that the spiritual· insight is in terms of value ; it is 

,/ ~~~ persona.·~ through out the ~of faith which is :grompted by 

inner needs of a spiritual person,. 

l The religious consc:Lousness. moves in ~"le realm of value. 
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Value-judgement presuppose and rest on a, supreme-value, 

and· this plays an important part in defining religious 

~<Iorld view and shaping the idea of religion~ 

Life cand its meaning wil.l always depend on what ov1e 

conceive to best and most important .i.ea on our conception 

of value. 

li'or all knO't'Jledge ought. to subse£ve the realisation 

of the good, and ., \.;hether in its scientific or religious 

aspect, it bas its goal in a complete and harmonious life. 

It does not depend on any a~thoritative value o~any single 

principle •.. Religious knoTJJledge unites harmoniously with 

other hurr~n activities in realising h~~an good. 

The religious consciousness is committed to a be~ief 

(~ in 
the objectivity. of values. !t beliaves ·t:hat the Supreme 

values o:f life are not mere human(_ --"-;-convertions pitted 
-------~ 

at;;e.inst the nature of th.tngs,. but t"nat. the ultimate ground 

of things as revealed to \lS in the universe j.s akin(' to 

wllat t'le recognize as the highest and best in our own ex-

per!ence. 

!:1ow "t·le have the point t.l-iat there are two kinds of 

kn01fJledge. First];~:: of all, the matter of fact knowledge 



r Of the t'70rld, and, secondly., the practical acquintanoe Or 

· familiarity gained by experience and aided by sympathetic 

_i;n·tuit;.i.on and appreci.at.ion11 such acquintance as is ~1ell 

exemplified in the relation friends to one another. 
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The int4~mate knm.;ladge 'i.'lhich ~iends have one of another . 

is not the result of a process of reasoning or scientific 

research. but is based on mutual confidence and affection 

gained through practical experience and insight. It is eli.-, . 

fferent from sceintific knot:vledge t"lhich is intellec·tual, 

impersonal and unemotional. J:t is not information about ·Uod 

acquired by a str~ct p~cess of induction but an acquintance 

~. God accompanied by a strong emtional tone as in the 

esse of human friendship. 

j ,, . The distinet101,1 between l<no<.:l.ng about and having 

l aequintance with, a distinction expressed in some languages by 

the use of tt'I10 different \V"Ords t;;Orresponding to the one English 

word, nto k,ne.vi"• such as in German utd.ssern, and •kennen' in 

French 11 savoir •. ln non the less deserves ttie name of lmO't'Jledge 

prov~fied it .is sufficiently ratifi-ed by individual and social 

some· philosophers (specially the linguistic Philosophers) 



argue that philosophical prOblems can be cured ~ linguistic 

therapy. For them the question that. "Is their religious 

kno"t·Tledge" is, ,:;p~o problem. By actua~ uses .of the 

epistemic terms like ~know' and 'true •· can be resolved. All 

·of them depend upon context. 

No one use is reducible to another 11 we do infact• 
I 

speak of religious knO'I!Jledge. The word has an intelligeble 

application in religion. TO be sure, the concept "knowledge" 

may not perfO:>rm the same function or use in religion as 

it does in sciet"lce. But it dOes have a legitimate useo Our 

perplexities concerning religious know~edge may' stem from 

the asS?umption that the concept 'kpowledge' has but one· 

meaning. or use. If t'le rid: purselves of this initial pre-

judice and si.rnply looJ' at the various uses this concept has 

in various areas of discourse , t~e can rid ourselves of 

our perplexities .• 

'lbe view that "Is there religious knowledge ?" can 

not be solved simply by describing the use or uses of the 

concept "knowledge". 

The term 1knov1ledge • is honorific, and many people 

mistakenly apply it. to beliefs ··1hich do not the applicatJ.on. 
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Implicit here is a prescriptive or persuasive definition 

.of 1knowledge'. Some such· definition - son'le set Of eriterif,9.. 

~s· impl;i.c.itly or explicitly ap}?ealed. to ·~:ham t."1is -is applied. 
. . . . 

l~olf.l-need such a de£inition Qf arb!trer'1 cmd philosophically 

pointless. J:t can be v.iet'led as one. of a. series. of distinctions 

which in-telligent men have. fe~t impelled to make ovE!r the 

centuries and which they have cen.ceived of as a tool for 

ph~losophical clarificatiOrb · 

NO't-1 the thing is that whether a given Qognit:l.ve sent,ence 

constitutes knowledge involves an appeal to cri tu!e _which 

£unction .as a norm for the term i)aiowledge• and _the p.t;Oblem ot 

justifying such criteria is that of j-uf3tifyj.ng a norm. 

_ul?~ffessor .James OUver has ;-ecognised that criteri¢~t fOr 

the term •qQ:iot'IT.ledgeu :func;rtton normatiyel.y. These criteria 

amount. to a· set Of· ep*~temological .rilles •. and a given sentence 

is ~to be · charS:cte.rized a$ true ( or given a certain degree. ·Qf 

credibility ) , · i£ it conforms to tbose epistemological rules .• 

0liver argues that. cri~eria for the term "lmo\-vledge" or sets 

Qf epistemological rules .oz; devi~H;d .~ order to answer the 

fundamental. and central problem of epistemology • namely;, 

~wnat statements should an individual believe ? 11 
. He puts the 

issue in the ~OJ;m of a. question : · "t-Jhy should one be interested 
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't~)distinguisting what J.s true from what .is false except as 

a means of deciding .w})at right tof~' belleved •. "
6 

Professor Oliver docs insist that not.-a.ll sentences are 

assertions (()r statements) and there must b~ some clear 

meaning for a statement before the question of believing it 

is considered at ~11. He also insisting further that. · a 

sentence having some clear. meaning is logically prior condi-

tions for the adoption of attitude~ of belief or disbelief 

to~;ard it. 

Oli\te& points out thet. alth2ough Descartes. and ~""le 

rationalists generally have advocated views involving onlj' 

two attitudes of belief-complete certainty and complete 

d;:i:sb._~l-~ef. people can and do t<tke a wide range of attitudes 

or degl.-~es of belie~s to~:,.rards statements" Thus· one 

problem, important but subordinate to the central problem 

o£ epistemology ;- , is that of providing a useful scale of 

degrees of ~lief • 

We have the comprehensive classifications, among 

analytic# synthetic~ and sel:f-con·tradictoxy sta.tements-ll among 

6. Jame t-J. Oliver. The Problems of Ep:istomology -

Journal o£ Philosophy• Vol. 57,. No. 9 (1960). 
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universal#· existential and singular statements.; · and . among 

statemen~ in various levels of l~ngul;lge., Distinctions have 

been made among statements purporting to ~efer to abstract 

·entities, and those purpor.t~g to refer t.o supernatural beings. 

A comprehensive classification ·Of all statements is a problem 

preliminary to the. Solution of the central problem cf epis~

mology. 

We have classifications of cognitive religious 

sentences which ~eludes descriotive 
·' - sente>nces, pred$.ct1.ve 

sentences, expla,nations, histori·cal sentences~ and autobiogra .. 

ph,ical sentences.. We can as~e that there is t;l. scale · of 

atti~es (includi.ng the attitudes of belief; disbelief; no 

opinion, and other intermediate attitUdes ) which one may 

adopt which given co.gnitive religious sentence. 

s:.he question Of whetl1.er there is religious knov-,rledge. or 

r..~ _· take the phrase 'religious knOt<V'ledge' to designate cegni• 

tive religious $enten9es tOttrard -vshich it is appropriate to 

adopt an attitude of beli$::E-;, 

Like cognitive religious sentences 1n different 

religions. the beliefs and the claims to kno~Tledge shows that 

they appear to offer ~tnowledge about a great variety of general 

su]:)jeots. · 
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:tn different religions we cen find statements proposing 

knowledge about the following general topics, cosmology , 

theology, psychology, history, ethics, proper rituals, and 

· devotions and proper att.i tude for living." 

cosmology deals with the origin
1

structure development or 
/ . 

purpose of the universe. Here God or Gods are responsible 

for the origin. But it is not necessar.i·• Usually the 

evidence for such claims to knowledge is insight or revelat~on 

guaranteed by belief in the p~rtieular religion. cosmolo

gical statements propose facts, true or false, about the 

m1iverse., 

u:rn the Upanishads of Hinduism \ie find t£"'le following 

stateme;nts : "Th.e whole universe come forth from Brahman , 

and moves in Brahmann. Brahman sees all, knot'ls all, he is 

knm1ledge itself, of him are born cosmic intelligence, name 

form and material cause of all created beings and thingso The 

entire book of the upan:tshads JmQ\'m as ":P:basna" is cosmo-

1nrn7 u 7 
--"::J~ 0' 

Theological knowledge dea~s with the existence and nature 

of a god or gods and t-li th the r~lations of a god to the 

l.zorld and ma.n. · We ean find it in Upanishad also. :rn 

7. Upanishads - p. 18 
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Upsu."'li$hed,. u'l'he self i~ the omniscient Lord. He is not :born. 

He does not die... He is neither ea.Q~nor .effect. The Ancient 

one is unborn, im.penishable, eternal, though the body be 

destroyed he is not killed. 

Although the early Budhism rejected·· theologica~kn~1ledge, 

the latter Budhism accepts the. theological claims, for 

instance : the un.iveraa~ mind alone is the Eudha and the 

sentient beings~ but sentient beings are attached to par

ticular forms and so seek for outside·!~. 

FOr- h.istOJ:"!eal lu"J.Qwle.dge the claims contained in the 

won:ld religions have some special features that. distinguish 

them from ordinary or sc'*etltific history.. But the ethical 

.: claims to knOt-Iledge inform us· abcut what is goo~ .nnd flbat 

is bad, right and wrong,. our moral obligations, and also about 

the foundations of our value$. 

1he claims to lmo\-l~edge about attitudes or k_inds o£ 

behaviour .appropriate .to I some way o£ life• SUch attitudes. 

are oft~ presented in m1 indirect or metaphorical manner 

and are often connected wi~1 statements belonging to one of 

t..ile other subjects o:E JmO't'ITledga •. 

Unlike the other claims to knowledge,. they are abundant 

in all the ~1orld religions.Iii!lduism says, nslessed are they 
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that cboose the good, tbey that choose the pleasant. miss the 

goodu. l: have told you tbe secret knOt-J'l.edge. Austerity,. 

/"'' self-c:ont.roY:: performance of duty without attachment what 

is called · sal\lat.ion is really cent~mence. For through con• · 

tinence man ·is freed f.rom ignorance. And ~-vhat. is known as 

the vow of silence, that too is continence. ,F~-::::.::...n~~~ '{~l· 

.. :·.:: . 2'jj:c;:;;, .. £i~t:"~-~~t=~~~~~- For a man through continence 

realizes the self m'ld lives in quiet contemplation. Be self 

controlled. Ee charitable. Be compassionate. 

Christianity says; 'Blessed are the poor in spirit, for 

theirs is the kingdom of heaven. Blessed are those who mourn,. 

~or they shall be conforted. 

PsycilOlogical claims to knowledge abOut ~~e nature or 

man are found in many of the world religioru3. '!hey are 

usually presented to make plausible some view of survival of 

death, ot- mystical 't"lay, or et.llical claims or att.i tudes £or 

living. up.J..nduism says., uThe self-existent: made the senses 

turn out.\vard. · .L\ccording man looks toward what is t-lithout , 

and sees not what is 't-J.ithin*' .. 8 u In four Noble-Truth of 

Budhism 'E..'dstence is unhepiness (painful). Unhappiness i-s 

caused by selfish cravin.g. Selfish craving can be destroyed. 

a. Upanishad -· P•. 20 
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7.1 

It can be destroyed by following the eight. fold path. u9 

"For Chrj.stianity and Judaism, a vast. amount of practical 

information about hum~n behaviour is contained in the proverbs 

of Solomon,n10 and much of .this depends upon the lrnot-rledge 

of good and evil that man acquired from the 'full of man. 

According: to Y... !"lasih 

t '1Fai th is a matter of acting .. doing, and becoming and i•1 an 

·~ ~r:istent:ial decision for a certain kind of life·. · It is only · 

by risking our persons from one hour to another that t·1e live 

at all. nA life lived accord.ing to its faith creates its own 

veri. fication. Faith is not a matter of scientific on intellec

tual cogen~Jo. but is in perfect harmony with the task of 

living of rational creatures. Faith is a matter of convictimn 

\ in relation to a convictor. · !i: is not a cognitive affiar.;"ll 

10. The Holy Bible, pp.. 670-80 

11. The nature of Reliqious knowledge ¢'0 Y. r..rJas.:f.hw. 

Centre of Advanced Study in Philosophy, 
Visva-Bharati. ~anttn~etan - 1971. 
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Faith can not be said to be knowledge~ because faith is 

. belief and belief may or may not be rational, that is may 

be rational, irrati?nal, a-rational and non-rational. John 
,. 
1]' Hick regards ufaith" to be cognitive in as much as he I ~s that a fGit:h-propos;!.ti<>-'l concerning God is verifiable 

in terms of post-mortemexperience and so-according to him 

one has the right to be sure. HO't'J~ven.. knot1ledge properly so 

called has some rational justification in its favour. 

"Kncn"lledge and faith alike subserve the struggle of the 

human spirit to its divine gcal, and they should interact with 
. 12 one another in the cause of spiritual progress .. " 

i Faith is neither purely theoretical not yurely pract-ical, 
. '~ 

~ but something both in human life. J:t has middle position in 

' human li£e. 

The advocates of simpl~city 

f.:~!i-~;_.:_.-; -·r~< ,;5 to knowledge fail, £or faith can not be absorbed 

in the theoretical process of knc»1ing without losing its 

~ specific charactera While the contents of faith are taken 

\ to be theoretically true, they are not reached by rat;Lona.l 

12. Philosophy of Religion - by· George Galloway, p. 333 
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\ inferences. but are maintained in a prac:t:ical_interest. 

I 

l 
·The specific objects of faith are primarily values# 

\'lhich evoke the affective life. and furnishes a centre around 

t-Ihich the feelings gather. Faith embraces facts and -their 

relations only in sofar as they are involved in the values, and 

necessary to support them. In· its full spiritual develop-

ment it is a stable attitude o:i: mind, and a response of the 

t'lbole personality to the object. In this respect it differs 

decidedly from mere 'belie£ • or •.opinion • in the sense of 

Plato. 

Faith, on the contrary • is an act of the spiri tua.l and 

·r self-conscious 

GQd the supreme value to be essential to his own soul and to 

person, who affirms the religious values, . and 

t:he meaning of the world. Xt . .is a movement of the self, 

conscious anq free, which expresses the needs and states 

the postulates of the spirit,ual life. Faith is se> conceived, 

is neither pr~ctical non•wavering ; hut spealts -of full assurance 

and an abiding .ideal. 

' -

I<nowledge itself is stimulated by £aith, and.ends with 

faith ~n the ideal which has inspired its partial achievement. 

Faith again, :in':. tpe intere~ts of spiritual life goes beyond 

knowledge in order to find a finalvaxmt value and meaning in 

the world. 
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In claiming theoretical valid,ity for its object, faith 

admits its affinity t-1ith kno~lledge.. Both movement issue from 

the living self as it. reacts on the experienced world, and 

are complementary aspects of its p~osive activity what is 

important to the one can not in the end be indifferent to 

the other .. 

Aquinas discusses faith 1n all its aspects 1n· "Somma --I Theologica11
• For him, faith .is a propositional attitude, 

/ that is to say, it consists in assenting to proposition. 

This is unanbigously stated and its imp~ications unambigously 

accepted, both by Aquinas and through out the catholic tradi

tion •. He ~xplains that "the thing known is in the lmot"ler 

according to the mood of the kno'VIer" and "the mood proper 

to the human intellect is to knovr the truth by composition 

/ and division", l!l$n •s knowledge of c:lod takes the form of 

~ knowing proposition about him, through GOd himself is o£ 

course not a preposition but the Supreme being. 

Faith, say Aqu~as, occupies a. position between lm.owledge 

(scientia ) and opinion (opin:la ) and accordingly falls on 

a common scale with them ; and since they are both concerned 

with propositions, so .also is faith. 
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J The propositions which faith believes ofL at any rate 

) those that are of faith absolutely. · From this it fellows that 

faith is distinguished from scientia by a difference between 

their objects : the objects of 3cientia is such as to compel 

the assent of the human mind, whilst the object of faith is 

distinguished from opinion by the subj··~tive or psychological 

~~difference that opinion is and faith is not 

an inner feeling of doubt or uncertainty •. 

accompanied by 

The main aspects of Aquinas doctrine of faith, its 

veluntacy character follows naturally. Faith is belief which 

1 
is not compelling evoked by its object but which requires an 

act cf will on 'the believer pa~. Faith is.a virtue precisely 

because it is not compelled. Faith is belief which is not 

I coercively evoked by intrinsic evidence but which is produced 

by a voluntary adhesion to divine revelation. 

t SO 11 faith" is e:mployed both as an epistemological and as a 

\ nonepistemological term. The t.Jorld "fides" and "fiducia11 

provide conveniently self explanatory labels for the two uses. 

We. speak, on the other hand, o:E faith (fides) that there 

.. 

is a God and that such and such propositions about him are true. 

mere 'faith • is cognitiv(91y, refering to a state,. act, or 

procedure which may be compared with standa~ instances of 
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knowing and believing. On the other hand, \oJe spealt of faith 

11 fiduc:ia" as a trust, maintained sometimes·desp.ite contrary 

.indications, that the divine purpose_ toward us is wholly good and 

loving. This is a religious trust which nay be compared with 

trust or confidence in an other human person. 

The vie~.; of matter today, that, faith is unevidenced 

or iri adequately evidenced belief. To quot~ a typical defi

nition#-

"The general sense is belief perhaps based on. some 

evidence, but very firm, Qr at least more firm, or/ and of 

il'Dre extensive content, than the ev.idence possessed by the 

believer rationaly warrants.u13 

Reason 1 tself, is a matter of faith.lfw confidence of 

~ r:ason~n itself as the faith >1hich lies at the root of all 

knowledge. 

In a unified and harmonious experience there can be no 

- such antithesis between. faith and knot-.Tledge. Religious faith 

must not claim special privileges in the sense of Lrnmunity 

from rational inquiry. I~ must be prepared to come out into 

the open and allow .its tenets to be subjected to critical 

tests like any other hypothesis. 

13. A Philosophical Sc~~ of religion -by c.J. Ducasse 

( New York 1953) 
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We can identify faith with a set of beliefs in when the 

belief-in-demand so~ sort of behaviour tn accordance with 

them. A religious faith \'1ill be set . of beliefs-in about 

particular sorts Qf objects such that certain attitudes , that . 
is disp~sition to behave, ~-1111 be inst<tlled in the b~lieves. 

This view of faith differs from the view that faith. is 

a way of lmowing •.. l'Jhen faith is taken as a way of knowing 

then all the old. conflicts between. faith and reason break out, 

both are making knot..rledge claims. In this view that :faith 

does not depend upon the foundations of morality, non does 

it depend on any beliefs that certain absolute values are 

ingredient in the world. 


